Transaction Confirmation - Please retain for your records - Thank you

Your transaction has been processed by WorldPay, on behalf of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

Transaction details:

Transaction for the value of: USD 91.00
Description: GUEN00GD00 General
From: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
Merchant's cart ID: Unsubscribe
Authorisation Date/Time: 09/Jul/2019 10:28:14
WorldPay's transaction ID: 9946883282
This is not a tax receipt.

Enquiries

This confirmation only indicates that your transaction has been processed successfully. It does not indicate that your order has been accepted. It is the responsibility of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to confirm that your order has been accepted, and to deliver any goods or services you have ordered.

If you have any questions about your order, please email United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees at: donors@unhcr.org, with the transaction details listed above.

Thank you for shopping with United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

When you submit your transaction for processing by WorldPay you confirm your acceptance of WorldPay's shopper privacy policy, a copy of which can be viewed at:
http://www.worldpay.com/shopper/privacy/

To find out more about how your transaction was processed, visit WorldPay's Frequently Asked Questions at:
http://www.worldpay.com/shopper/faqs/
For further information about Verified By Visa authentication and details on how you can enrol, please click the logo.